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Introduction: 
Do you need a Machinery Appraisal but are unsure where to start or 
who to trust? Then this eBook is for you! 

At Peak Appraisal Group, we understand that business owners, 
lenders, attorneys, and accountants face incredible challenges, and 
are pressured by time constraints and compliance issues. It doesn’t 
matter if this is your first Machinery Appraisal or your 10th and you are 
a master at the process – this eBook will take you through the step-
by-step process of setting up and executing a Machinery Appraisal 
that will be in perfect compliance, save you time, and cost you less.  

This will take you from the very first steps of an appraisal all the way 
through uses of the appraisal after completed; this blueprint 
consolidates years of best practices, external resources, and written 
sections to provide a dynamic learning experience.  

 

 

 

 

 

http://peakappraisalgroup.com/
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Which Value will you need?: 
This is a very important first step in the machinery appraisal process, 
everything after this point will be dictated by this simple question.  

What or Whom is the appraisal for? 

Without this information the machinery appraiser is guessing on which 
value of the equipment you may need and can really cost you a LOT of 
money because of this.  
Here is a Case Study on the importance of the right Value 

A company (unnamed to protect their dignity) hired an “appraiser” 
(auctioneer) to value their equipment. The company had nearly 2 million 
dollars worth of equipment at new cost and the equipment was between 10 
and 5 years old. The auctioneer valued the equipment without asking or 
even realizing what the purpose of the valuation was and gave the 
company a report showing his values (Auction Value or Forced Liquidation 
Value).  Here is where the problem happens. The bank received the 
appraisal directly to use as loan collateral validation for a refinance and 
upon seeing the value decided to play it safe and cut that number in half – 
not knowing that the auctioneer had already given the bottom dollar. Red 
flags go off about loan covenants and the loan committee decides to not 
approve the loan. Appraisal dollars wasted, initial loan fees wasted, 
relationship with the bank ruined.  

Insert Peak Appraisal Group – The first thing our appraiser asked was 
“What’s the Appraisal For” instantly allowing our conversation to follow the 
right course – we decided the best course of action was to give all three 
values (Fair Market in Continued Use, Orderly Liquidation, and Forced 
Liquidation). The new bank then had all of the information needed without 
having to guess and the loan was approved.  

Update: The accounting world has recently even starting asking for another 
type of value called Fair Value (a little different than Fair Market Value). 

VALUE LEVEL WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
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Reasons why you may need a certified machinery appraisal: 

 Business owners need an appraisal for insurable value, selling, 
financing, expansion, and strategic growth. 

 CPA’s need a certified appraisal because the IRS requires a certified 
appraisal by a Certified Appraiser! A certified appraisal is also needed 
when helping their clients convert from a C to S Corporation, Estate 
and Gift Planning, Trusts, Sarbanes-Oxley, and FASB 141/142. 

 Bankers and lenders need an appraisal in support of loan and lease 
decisions to substantiate and collateralize a loan. Especially the 
Small Business Administration’s new SOP’s that require a “qualified” 
equipment appraisal. 

 Attorneys need an appraisal to substantiate accurate and realistic 
values that withstand IRS and court scrutiny. 

The Most common reasons you might need a certified appraisal 

Buy / Sell Agreements 
Converting From C To S-Corp 
Loans / Financing 
Leases 
Insurable Value 
Tax Purposes 
Foreclosures 
Estate Planning 
Bankruptcy / Insolvency 
Divorce Settlements 
Mergers & Acquisitions 
Litigation Support 
Trust Planning 
Sarbanes Oxley 
Partnership Dissolution 
Gift Estate Planning 
1031 Exchanges 
Retirement Planning 
FASB 141 & 142 
GASB 34 
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Every setting requires a different or several different values to fit the need 
the best. In most settings there are only 5 key values needed:  

 Cost New  
 Fair Market Value in Continued Use 
 Orderly Liquidation Value 
 Forced Liquidation Value  
 Scrap 
 

Here are their definitions: 
 
Cost New is the amount paid by the business owner at retail new cost. 
 

Fair Market value in Continued Use is the estimated amount, expressed 
in terms of money, that may reasonably be expected for a property in an 
exchange between a willing buyer and a willing seller, with equity to both, 
neither under any compulsion to buy or sell, and both fully aware of all 
relevant facts, including installation, as of a specific date and assuming that 
the business earnings support the value reported. This amount includes all 
normal direct and indirect costs, such as installation and other assemblage 
costs to make the property fully operational.  

Orderly Liquidation Value is the estimated gross amount, expressed in 
terms of money, that could be typically realized from a liquidation sale, 
given a reasonable period of time to find a purchaser (or purchasers), with 
the seller being compelled to sell on an as-is, where-is basis, as of a 
specific date.  

Forced Liquidation Value is the estimated gross amount, expressed in 
terms of money, that could typically be realized from a properly advertised 
and conducted public auction, with the seller being compelled to sell with a 
sense of immediacy on an “as is” “where is” basis, as of a specific date.  

Scrap Value is the estimated amount, expressed in terms of money that 
could be realized for the property if it were sold for its material content, not 
for a productive use, as of a specific date.  
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Preparing the Asset List: 
The first part of any machinery appraisal is making sure your asset / 
machinery list is up to date and as complete as possible. Many times we 
see this list several years outdated and with vague references to the 
equipment, this often leads appraisers to charge more as they find 
equipment while on site or worse to inflate the price going in because they 
know the asset list is poor and they are hedging their bets.  Both of these 
scenarios will cost you more $’s than needed.  

Let’s start by looking at what the perfect asset list should look like.  There 
are some key elements to a perfect asset list that if followed could easily 
save your business thousands of dollars on a machinery appraisal (at 
least when dealing with us…). Here are the components of a perfect asset 
list: 

 General Item / Property Name – Example: Bulldozer, Computer, 
Address of Property, General Description of Improvement, Etc. 

 Location of Item or Property 
 Make of Item – Caterpillar, Dell, Etc. 
 Model of Item – Example: D-11, Inspirion M17, Etc. 
 Year of Item – Year Manufactured if Machinery not purchased 
 Serial Number  
 Year of Purchase 
 Cost to Purchase 
 Current Depreciation Amount 
 Item Tag Number 
 General Specifications of the Machine – I.E. Size, Weight, 

Specifications, Options 

Note: A digital picture with the item tag number should also be on file for 
every piece of equipment. And some items on the list will not touch every 
category like Commercial Property, Land Improvements, Etc.  

This should be compiled on an excel spreadsheet for easy transfer 
between your accountant, your banker, your insurance agent, and of 
course your friendly neighborhood machinery appraiser.  
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So how does this asset list affect my machinery appraisal? 

By having a solid up-to-date list like the one described you are able to 
speed up a machinery appraiser in the on-site visit / data collection phase 
and also help set some sanity check values for the appraiser. A good 
example of the sanity check is when appraiser is unsure of a machines 
options and year - a more conservative value may oftentimes be applied 
thus possibly lowering your overall appraisal value by thousands of dollars. 
A few hours of pre-work can easily be worth Tens of Thousands on 
your Appraisal.  

This is also a good time to talk about the difference between an appraisal 
that is prepared where the appraiser comes on-site or where they do the 
appraisal off-site. There are a myriad of names for these types of 
appraisals but the basic difference is on-site vs. off-site.  

On-Site (Summary Appraisal) – This is when the machinery appraiser will 
actually come to the location and collect the data / establish age and 
condition / etc. This is usually a more expensive appraisal due to travel 
costs and time spent collecting data (nearly double in our pricing) and is 
oftentimes required by banks. This is often also the default when a poor 
asset list is in place – poor records equal greater risk by a banker and less 
trust at the time of appraisal.   

Off-Site (Desktop Appraisal) – This is when the machinery appraiser uses 
data / pictures / descriptions provided by the business to do the appraisal. 
The appraiser must still research the prices but the time / travel of data 
collection is removed equaling lower costs. Certified Consulting Group LLC 
has created an easy to use form to allow you to use the desktop option if 
you desire. We save companies thousands on their equipment 

appraisals every year because of this simple format. Visit our website 
www.peakappraisalgroup.com to contact us and order your form.  

 

 

 

http://marketingconsult.com/
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Preparing the Machinery / Information: 
Now that you see how important an asset list in the process let’s move to 
the machinery / information. It makes sense that the better your equipment 
looks the more it seems to be worth. Why is this? Simple…better looking 
equipment equals a higher perceived level of maintenance. Let’s look at 
some basic tips to make sure your equipment receives the highest 
appraisal value it deserves.  

Dupont overhaul – Yes a simple paint job can drastically impact your 
appraisal result. This is true for 2 reasons (1.) The appraiser knows that a 
better looking piece of equipment has a higher auction value and can 
therefore justify giving better forced liquidation values. (2.) Appraisers are 
not mechanics or technicians – the appraiser has to rely many times on 
what they see as well as what they hear. If you say “I just rebuilt this 
machine” and it looks like a rusted piece of junk you will have a harder time 
convincing that appraiser.  

Clean the work area – A cluttered mess of tooling and paperwork makes 
the appraiser have a harder time justifying ancillary and support items later 
when they are unable to review the picture and easily see the support 
tooling. Oftentimes this picture is the only thing to trigger an appraiser’s 
memory about what they saw, or to help their researchers establish what to 
research. While you are at it replace a few light bulbs, I can’t tell you how 
many times my pictures have turned out poor due to a “cave like” lighting 
scheme.  

Have maintenance records available – A simple fix to this problem is 
have a plastic see through document holder attached to the machine with 
the maintenance schedule written in and signed off by the maintenance 
personnel. Or have a good maintenance schedule documented and a copy 
ready for the appraiser. This instantly tells me I am dealing with a company 
who maintains their equipment. 

Check the Tires – Remember the old rule of thumb that says you can tell 
how well a person is doing by their shoes. Guess what – an appraiser can 
tell how well you are doing by your tires. This is a secret industry gauge as 
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to your maintenance therefore a sanity check on what your maintenance 
schedules may be like. If you’re risking a breakdown and expenses due to 
tires…what must your machinery maintenance schedules look like? If you 
don’t have time to do the maintenance – how will you possibly have time for 
a machine to break down? 

Example of the Need for a Dupont Overhaul – See why clean 
machinery makes such a difference? Which would you say is worth 
more? 

Pic A – Newly rebuilt and only used 2 hours a day – a real solid machine. 

But Ugly with a capital “U”  

 

 

Pic B – Used 18 hours a day, 6 days a week, and worn out.  

Without knowing its history appraisers would value this higher.  

(Lighting could be better though – remember lighting) 
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Interviewing the Machinery Appraiser: 
Here is a big potential cost saving event. All Appraisers are not created 
equal – and surprisingly the way to tell a good appraiser is not as easy as 
pedigree.  In this next section we will attempt to give you a high level 
education about appraiser types and why different appraisers will come up 
with different values. If you hire 10 appraisers you will get 10 different 
values – a few will either be way high or way low and many will be within 
10% in the middle. It is important to recognize what factors will affect this.  

Here is a case study on another appraisal for which we were engaged. The 
clients business needed a valuation due to the owner passing away. This 
report was to be used in setting the Estate Tax Value and to help this client 
have a reasonable bottom dollar amount to gauge sale value of the assets.. 
A competitor of ours (located in Indiana btw) said they only give Fair Market 
Value – Period. Now this came as a surprise to us because this appraisal 
company was very well known and very old. The problem is (we later found 
out) they had only recently entered into the Machinery Appraisal Industry 
and all we can figure is they must have gotten a wire crossed in their 
training.  

We calmed the client and made sure they knew that, Yes, we would be 
using Forced Liquidation Value and Yes, this is the number the IRS 
expected to receive. (At least in this Scenario) 

This scenario could have easily cost this company about $50,000 in 
additional tax value and even more interesting is the machinery appraisal 
from our competitor would have cost them $1,200 more. 

YOUR APPRAISER WILL MAKE A DIFFERENCE 
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Certified vs. Non-Certified – An important thing to know about your 
appraiser is their certification level – this usually also goes hand in hand 
with if your report will be compliant or not. In the past you could call on 
Bubba the local auctioneer or dealership to write an “appraisal” for you that 
would give you a general value. Many times this value was biased as the 
auctioneer was giving you the high number wanting your business and the 
dealer was giving you the low number afraid you were going to trade it in. 
Today that’s not always the case but what we in the industry refer to as a 
“clipboard” appraiser is almost always a bad idea. Only by hiring a 
Certified Machinery & Equipment Appraiser (CMEA) can you be 
assured you are getting the most compliant and highest quality 
report. 

Appraiser vs. Accountant / CPA – Some companies will just ask their 
accountant to write a machinery appraisal. Note: While some accountants 
are certified machinery appraisers MOST are not. Depreciation Value does 
not equal Market Value and many CPA’s / Accountants are only going to 
give you depreciation value on your equipment. So ask yourself “just 
because my depreciation schedule has run out, is my machinery worth 
$0.00?” Accountants generally look through the lens of IRS compliance and 
while in some settings this is the proper way to do a machinery appraisal – 
it is not the only way. A certified machinery appraiser will be able to write 
your report to fit whatever value need your business has.  

Appraiser vs. Internal Employee – This is a very easy one. When an 
employee writes an appraisal they have the best interests of the company 
they are working for in mind. Internal appraisers at banks, insurance 
companies, or even your company are BIASED or at least everyone else 
thinks they are.  

Auctioneers and Dealers – In most circumstances the “appraisers” in these 
fields have a hidden agenda, do not use market data, and typically are not 
truly Certified or Complaint – Get the appraisal done right by an actual 
appraiser or you should be prepared to pay for another appraisal later. 
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USPAP Compliance (Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal 
Practice) – This is the Industry standard for Compliance, Ethics, 
Approaches to Values, and any other knowledge an appraiser must have to 
create a report that will withstand scrutiny, be irrefutable, and be compliant 
with the IRS , SBA, Courts, and most other organizations. Make sure your 
appraiser is familiar with USPAP and their report is USPAP compliant. 

So what are the questions you need to ask your machinery appraiser that 
will help you feel the appraiser has the knowledge and pedigree to produce 
an appraisal you can count on? 

1. Are you a certified member of a national professional appraisal 
group? Does that group test and certify? And what designations do 
you hold? 
 

2. What is your appraisal educational background? What specific 
experience do you have with my type of machinery and equipment? 
 

3. Can you meet my deadlines? 
 

4. Is your business USPAP compliant? (see USPAP Compliance) 
 

5. What approach to value do you take and is it documented? 
 

6. What values can I expect to receive?  
 

7. How do you charge, and what are your fees? 
 

A certified and professional machinery appraiser will easily be able to 
answer these questions and any others you may have. 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Uniform_Standards_of_Professional_Appraisal_Practice
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Negotiating the Fee / How much to pay: 
Fees come in all shapes and sizes with appraisers. By the way our quotes 
are FREE and we are about 10% – 30% less in most settings due to our 
process and massive database.  

Things that impact the fee are: 

Preparation by You – Spending a few hours using tips from this book can 
make a massive cost savings difference on your appraisal. 

Locations(s) – Where in the world is the equipment and will the appraiser 
need to do a site visit, buy plane tickets, etc.  

Type of Equipment – It is harder to appraise custom machinery or industry 
unique machinery than it is to appraise a truck there are thousands of for 
sale at this moment.  

Type of Appraisal – As we mentioned on-site vs. off-site appraisals affect 
the cost greatly.  

Use of Appraisal – An appraisal that is going to be used in the courtroom 
has a higher price than one going to be used for accounting purposes.   

Appraiser Pedigree – Interestingly enough although appraisers with lots of 
credentials look good on paper. Sometimes that only means they are more 
expensive and not more qualified. This is a tough one to gauge for the 
average business owner.  Choose wisely! 

Let us give you some basic tips to keep your costs down.  

Fee Tip 1. Have that perfect asset list ready and make sure the 
appraiser knows about it, and is willing to discount because of it. Also 
request the appraisal company you feel comfortable with – most 
banks will allow this.  

Fee Tip 2. Hire an appraiser that has national reach. We have strategic 
alliances with appraisers across the nation that will do our site visits 
and therefore lower your costs by eliminating travel fees.  
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Fee Tip 3. Know if you can use a desktop appraisal or need a 
summary appraisal. As we mentioned earlier this can save thousands 
in cost. And generally there the only real difference is if the appraiser 
physically sees the equipment.  Remember that Litigation or a Bad 
Asset list tends to push the need for an on-site visit. 

Fee Tip 4. Don’t be fooled by fancy titles. Make sure to ask the 
questions mentioned in the previous section. And yes we do have 
those same fancy titles but frankly we don’t take ourselves that 
serious – we were raised blue collar and have worked around 
machinery all of our lives. 

Fee Tip 5. It is very important to remember that for a report to be in 
compliance you will have to pay for it BEFORE or at the time of 
delivery. The appraiser usually will ask for half up front and half at 
time of delivery – This is Normal. 

Fee Tip 6. Be sure when you sign the engagement agreement you 
note what extra charges may be if more equipment is found while on-
site. We have seen instances where they gouge you for double their 
normal rate.   

Fee Tip 9. Line Item Count: Not all items on your Asset list need to be 
appraised individually - This is a personal decision in many respects. 
Certain Government agencies dictate everything $2500.00 and above 
needs to be a separate line item on the appraisal, the SBA (Small 
Business Administration) recently dictated $5000.00 as the minimum 
bottom threshold. When in doubt about the appraisal threshold, 
please default to $2500.00 or a lower amount. As for small items, 
furniture, and electronics, you can enter all of these separately or as a 
batch dollar amount and we will apply industry depreciation metrics 
to them at a very minimal cost.  

Fee Tip 8. Shameless Advertisement Here – We have decided that a 
Flat Rate based on Items, Hours, and Travel has worked the best for 
us and our customers – NO SURPRISES THAT WAY. 
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The Site Visit 
You have now engaged the appraiser and they are on their way to do a site 
visit. What do you do now? 

At this point you have done everything to make sure the visit goes as 
smoothly as possible.  

Have a Plan for the Site Visit:  

1. Know who is going to be escorting the appraiser through the location. 
Make sure the person has all of the knowledge about the equipment 
the appraiser may need such as history, maintenance, & costs.  

2. Have a copy of your asset list for yourself, don’t rely on the appraiser 
to bring you a copy, have it all yourself and ready to go.  

3. Have a route picked out, try to have a flow to the walkthrough that 
either matches your asset list or is the most time efficient. Don’t forget 
to schedule for a break – this is hard mental work on both you and 
your appraiser. 

4. If the machinery isn’t running (best due to safety) it’s perfectly fine if 
you choose to describe what you are using the machinery for. As a 
matter of fact this helps the appraiser determine that’s its being used 
in its highest and best use. 

5. Speak Clearly and Loudly– You don’t want to appraiser getting the 
wrong information (remember we are half deaf too).  

6. Describe every piece you have: We actually make the escort do this – 
this eliminates mistakes by making sure the appraiser is fully aware 
of the options and history and sometimes even industry jargon.  

7. Make sure the appraiser has contact information for you in case there 
are questions later.  

8. Do the Appraisal After or Before Work Hours – This helps a few 
things:  

 First is safety – the machinery appraiser will be climbing in and 
around the machines to look for data.  

 Second is no distraction – whoever is escorting the appraiser around 
the shop needs no distractions / phone calls / emergencies / etc. This 
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allows a better flow of information and these problems can ultimately 
cost you time and frustrate your appraiser.  

 Third is Employee Curiosity – Every employee wants to know what’s 
happening. And trust us we have heard horror stories about the 
watercooler talk “Are we going out of business? Should I update my 
resume? Are we selling? Is the owner leaving? Is the owner DEAD?” 
We have heard them all and have been asked them all during 
business hours. 

 Fourth is Sound Level – If we can hear what you are saying we can 
record the data better and therefore have a better basis for our 
research.  

 Last is Pictures – No Employees having to move or run out of the 
picture. Save yourself productivity and interrupted workflow. 
 
 
You are now done with the part of the Machinery Appraisal you can 
control. Time to leave it in the hands of the appraiser you have made 
an informed decision on hiring.  
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What Appraisers Do Next / Time Expectations 
Again this part varies by Appraisal Company but let’s take a dive into our 
company process as an example: 

1. Compiling the data – Once we have all of the data either through a 
site visit or from our form being submitted we compile all of the data 
into a usable format.  

2. Research – Next we start the research. Every piece on our appraised 
list will have all three types of research considered, those types 
being. Market Data Approach, Cost Approach, and Income Approach. 
We will use the best approach that fits the item and transfer that data 
into our report. Without giving away to many industry secrets we 
compile our data from external sources like the internet and dealers 
and brokers of equipment, and from internal data from our database 
of millions of pieces of equipment 

                      

 

Time Involved: This is difficult to gauge due to the nature of different 
equipment. But on average we will have 1 hour of research per 
appraised item.  With the the size of our team though we generally are 
able to deliver our reports with 10 business days. As soon as our 
appraisals are completed and paid for we send the hard copies via 
express mail. 
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What’s inside the Report 
The Report – Our report is USPAP compliant and for an average appraisal 
will have the following included sections: 

 Summary Of Facts 
 Scope of Work 
 Degree To Which The Property Is Inspected Or Identified 
 Extent Of Research Into The Physical Or Economic Factors That Could Affect 

The Property 
 Extent Of Data Research 
 Type And Extent Of Analysis Applied In Arriving At Opinions Or Conclusions 
 Depth Of On-site Inspection 
 Overall Condition Of Equipment 
 Intended Use 
 Economic Conditions 
 Definitions Of Conditions 
 Methods Of Evaluations 
 Sources Contacted 
 Market Conditions 
 Final Value Summary And Reconciliation 
 Appraiser’s Certifications And Qualifications 
 Photographs 

 

Note: Our report is formatted in a bound presentation binder, with a 
digital PDF of the entire appraisal inside - We supply 2 copies.  

Tip: Keep the appraisals digital copy off site in a fire safe for 
validation later in case of an emergency, insurance claim, or 
another appraisal. 
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The Secrets Section 

Here is where we will review the key ideas you should do to save massive 
time and money on your next Machinery Appraisal.  Oh, and did we 
mention these are good business practices that will help you in other areas 
of your business as well… 

 Make sure you know the type of value you need. 
 Create the perfect asset list – including pictures. 
 Decide on an on-site or off-site appraisal. 
 Clean up the machinery and update maintenance.  
 Interview the machinery appraiser – hire correctly! 
 Understand the Fee structure for better negotiation on pricing. 
 Hire a knowledgeable appraiser that’s certified. 
 Hire and Appraiser that has national reach if needed. 
 Don’t be fooled by fancy titles and pedigrees.  
 Have a plan for the site visit.  
 Do the appraisal after or before hours if able. 
 Set expectations with the appraiser for a timeline.  
 Make sure the report is compliant with USPAP.  

 
 

AAnn  AApppprraaiissaall  iiss  eexxppeennssiivvee!!  
DDoo  iitt  rriigghhtt  tthhee  ffiirrsstt  ttiimmee!! 

 
We hope you have enjoyed our Guide – please don’t hesitate 
to call us with any Machinery & Equipment Appraisal Needs 

or Questions at 866-804-0376 

 

 


